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Fire Safety Practices Questioned After Blazes
by Bryan LeClerc
Two fires hit Fareast Dorm in as
many days last week. The first
took place on Thursday night,
followed by a similar incident Friday afternoon. Both have created
concern for the fire prevention
practices of the university
because of the disastrous conflagrations that took their toll at
Providence College and Central
Connecticut State College in the
past few years.
The first of last week's fires
began around eleven p.m. Thursday night when an alert R.A., Frank
Kozar, detected smoke in the halls
and immediately pulled the alarm.
He then called the campus security department to have them roll
the fire apparatus. Under normal
conditions the local firefighters
will not respond until security officers arrive at the scene and
evaluate the situation. This is
primarily the result of the high
number of false alarms received
from the university.
Within minutes the Fairfield
Fire Department was on the scene
to determine the origin of smoke
on the third and fourth floors in
the male half of the building. The
cause was thought to be a faulty
ventilating fan on the roof that
backed up smoke into the maids'
closets when it began to burn.
Students braved freezing temperatures amid a blur of flashing
lights and blaring radios on the
fire trucks for the word to return to
their rooms. Some took shelter in

nearby Southeast Dorm, anxiously
looking on through the windows
of the lounges. Little did they
know that within twenty-four
hours they would be forced out
because of another fire.
Around 3:45 Friday afternoon
students on the third floor smelled
smoke and called security. Upon
arrival, the officers set off the
alarms and called in the fire department. They also discovered
the building's elevator stuck between floors.
It was soon found that the
motor of the elevator was burning
and pushing smoke into the same
vent shaft as the night before. The
fire marshall's office was still investigating the cause of the fires
as of this printing and could not
confirm if it was the elevator
motor causing the trouble both

days or if it was just a coincidence
that two units connected to the
same shaft should burn in two
days.
In an on-the-scene interview
Thursday night head resident advisor Gary Stephenson said, "If
Fareast had the amount of false
alarms that Campion and Regis
do, we may not have evacuated
Fareast in the seven minutes it
took." He added, "It has taken approximately twenty minutes in
Regis to evacuate."
The number of false alarms has
created concern over the fire
prevention practices of the university. William Schmpf, Vice-President of Student Services, stated
the number of false alarms "is a
real problem for us." He feels the
problem is that "everyone assumes it is a false alarm. The fire
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department, R.A.s, security officers, and students go with that
expectation. This time it was different."
This time it was different, but
there were no problems in getting
the students out. The R.A.s all
worked quickly and thoroughly
with security in emptying the
dorm before the firefighters began
rolling in. If a quad dorm had
undergone the same problem,
there may have been trouble due
to slow evacuation times in some
residence halls.
In an interview with Henry
Stevens, fire prevention coordinator for the university, it was
learned that a disastrous dorm
fire, of the type that hit Providence
College and Central Connecticut
State recently, could have just as

easily have taken place at Fairfield. There was no major design
differences between these buildings and our eight dorms on campus.
"All are under the impression
that cement or painted cinder
blocks won't burn. Anything hot
enough will burn," says Stevens.
Students are reminded that fire
doors must be left closed at all
times. Open doors at the M.G.M.
Grand Hotel in Las Vegas and
several recent college fires have
caused many unnecessary lives to
be lost.
According to Stevens, "It can
happen here and it's carelessness
that causes it to happen. Don't
pull false alarms, keep the fire
doors closed, and don't damage
any fire-fighting equipment."
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Administrator Cites Alcohol Misuses at Seminar
by Jim Battaglia
University Dean Henry Krell urged an audience of some sixty
students, faculty and administrators to become aware of alcohol
misuse on campus. He further encouraged all to become involved in
an alcohol misuse task force that
will be formed in the near future.
The appeal was made at the Campus Alcohol Conference held
Saturday
in
the
Nursing
Auditorium.
The conference included a halfhour film, "Alcohol & Drugs: Making the Decision," and featured
two lecturers, Robert Ryan, co-

founder of the Guenster Rehabilitation Center in Bridgeport, and
Mrs. Anne Patterson, a member of
the Alcoholism Council of MidFairfield County and Al-Anon.
Ryan relayed his experiences as
an alcoholic who has abstained
from drinking for ten years. Meanwhile, Patterson, the wife of an
alcoholic, shared her experiences
with the drug which led to the
eventual breakdown of her marriage and led to her involvement in
Al-Anon. A question and answer
period followed each presentation.
Dean Krell noted that while it is

not alcohol but alcohol misuse
that is a problem, he pointed out it
is a serious problem nonetheless.
He presented figures to the group
pointing out that eighty percent of
all students put up for disciplinary
problems in the past two years
have been involved in alcoholrelated incident. Krell also said
that dorm damage peaked in the
1979-80 school year to an all-time
high of more than $49,000. The majority of the damage occured between Thursday and Sunday
nights as a result of alcohol use.
Francis Moy, S.J., university
chaplain, said after the con-

McCarron Resigns Post
by Robert Grlbbon
After thirteen years as undergraduate registrar, the Rev.
George H. McCarron, S.J., is
resigning as of March 1,1981. Mr.
Robert C. Russo, presently university registrar, will assume the
undergraduate responsibilities.
Fr. McCarron, a native of Newton, Massachusetts, received his
undergraduate education at Boston College, graduating in 1933.
That year he entered the Society
of Jesus and was ordained in 1944.
Fr. McCarron came to his present post at Fairfield in 1968.
Since his arrival he has witnessed
many changes. In 1968 there were
about 1600 students and one
undergraduate school, the College
of Arts and Sciences. "Registration was a tedious process, done
on a first come-first served basis,
entirely by hand. "It wasn't uncommon," recalls Fr. McCarron,
"to see students lined up at 3 a.m.
in the morning."
"Fairfield 'went on to the computer' in the early 70's, making it
possible to complete registration
in a fraction of the time. Class lists
which previously took two typists
all summer to prepare are now
ready in 24 hours. Data for statistical reports and lists of majors,
faculty course loads, grade reports, academic averages, etc., are
now readily available. Thanks to
computers the registrar's office
has been able to cope with the
growing enrollment without adding to staff."
Some of Fairfield University's
attributes, as viewed by Fr. McCarron, are its small size and its personal student-teacher relationships. He states, "The professors
at Fairfield are very generous with
their time and they go out of their

ference that he felt "alcohol
misuse is uniquely a problem
shared by all aspects of the community." He added that the problem should not be spoken of in
the amount of dollars and cents
but in "human suffering" involved
for the individuals. Dam Merrigan,
S.J., who worked with Campus
Ministry in the spring of 1979
school year, sees the alcohol
misuse on campus as a "community problem" which must be
solved "by the students and for
the students." Merrigan, who has
a qualified background in alcohol
awareness, is currently working
on his dissertation on a related
topic and hopes to become more
involved in Fairfield's efforts to
deal with alcohol misuse in the

future.
The university first targeted its
energy towards this problem on
campus in 1975 when the University Council formed an ad-hoc committee on the matter. The committee dissolved the same year after
issuing a report, but it was reformed in 1977 when a near fatality on
campus occured as a result of a
student being intoxicated. In 1979,
the first conference was held in
April under the direction of Merrigan.
At least one participant in the
conference expressed a fear by
saying he hoped the conference
and task force "is not the same
merry-go-round we often get on
because since 1975 it seems that
this is the third time around."

FUSA Cabinet
===== Rated "Competent

Fr. McCarron is soon to resign as registrar.
way to help students." Over the
years Fr. McCarron has tried to
preserve this personal aspect of
Fairfield by keeping class sizes
reasonable. Sometimes he must
"protect the faculty from themselves." Fr. McCarron explains, "I
have one hundred students, all of
which prefer professor A. Only
thirty-five can be in professor A's
class. The other sixty-five must go
to professors B, C and D. Some of
these students then go to professor A to get a note to be admitted into his class. I have to try to
keep a balance and protect overly
generous professors from themselves. This way professor A's
workload is not unbearable and
professor D's below average." Fr.
McCarron's work has sometimes
made him unpopular, but he
shrugs it off and says "you can't
please everyone. There is an old
saying, if you can please 60% of
the people you're doing pretty
well." He says with a grin, "I think

[Photo by Kevin Kumke]

I've accomplished that."
Over the years Fr. McCarron has
had personal relationships with
many students. He has gotten to
know some of them well enough
to perform their wedding ceremonies. It is his association with
the students he will miss most
when he retires. "I really enjoyed
my association with the students
and will certainly miss them.
Working with young people has
kept me feeling young—maybe
not physically but certainly mentally."
Fr. McCarron is "not just abandoning the office come March 1.1
plan to be available during the
transition period to assist the next
registrar."
[Ed. Note: Parts of this story are
excerpts from "Fr. McCarron
Makes Way for the New Guard,"
which appeared in the Feb. 1 edition of "Campus Currents," Vol. 3,
No.9.]

by Philip McGinty
The Government Operations
Committee of the student legislature rated all thirteen FUSA
Cabinet members as "competent"
or "competent plus" in a review
presented to the legislature Wednesday, January 28.
The committee reviewed the
cabinet members "to determine
whether or not they are doing their
jobs," informed Kathy O'Brien,
Chairman of the Government
Operations Committee. O'Brien
stated that the committee placed
each student government member
in one of the following categories;
less than competent, competent,
or competent plus.
A list of questions prepared by
the committee served as criteria for
the ratings. Each cabinet member
was asked questions concerning
his interaction with others in the
cabinet, his problems and subsequent methods of solution, and
the amount of time spent in the office or at the job.
Senior Brian Bellows, Attorney
General of FUSA, received a "competent" rating for his efforts as Attorney General, Dorm Council
Liaison, and head of the Beach
Association. Bellows has also
overseen the Student Court and
worked on the United Way and
Muscular Dystrophy drives. The
committee commented that although the results of Bellows'
work may not always be seen, he
"does work hard."
The committee rated junior Dan-

j j

ny Allen as "competent plus" for
his service to student entertainment as Co-Director of SEC. Along
with promoting Oakrooms, Fairfest and the Southside Johnny
concert, Allen contributed to Arts
and Lectures events. Allen commented that entertainment events
would have gone better if the
publicity for them had been better.
Senior Kevin McColgan, the second Co-Director of SEC, was also
rated as "competent plus" by the
committee. In addition to his involvement with Oakrooms and bigger concerts, McColgan proposed
the idea of conducting student
surveys and conventions to insure
that the type of entertainment offered on campus is what students
really want. McColgan has suggested a Texas barbecue for later
this semester.
The committee viewed senior
Lynne Desmond, Co-Director of
Arts and Lectures, as "competent
plus" for her success in providing
the university with cultural activities. As Chairman of the United
Way, Desmond raised money and
exposed students to the value of
the organization. The success of
the Gordon Liddy lecture and the
Trent-a-Mime performance were
also due to Desmond's efforts.
Desmond strongly encourages
more Input from students concerning future possibilities for
cultural events.
Senior Jeanne Luglio, the second Co-Director of Arts and Leccontinued on page 2
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Assassins Loose In Ivy Towers
' by Ken Vaughn
The biggest college campus
craze since toga parties has made
its way to Fairfield University, and
you could say this fad is a matter
of life and death.
The game is Assassin and variations of this manhunt have been
played at UCLA, University of
Florida and Michigan, to name just
a few. Simply, everyone interested
in the contest signs up his name.
Each person is assigned the name
of another person that he must
"kill." When he successfully per-

forms the assassination, he takes
the name of the person his victim
was supposed to kill and seeks to
find this person. All this continues
until there are just two "killers"
left who must seek to assassinate
the other person before he is killed first.
The key to the game, said Fairfield co-ordinator John (a pseudonym to preserve his identity), is
that while you seek to kill someone else, someone is after you.
The killing is done with a plastic
dart gun and can be used at any

Senior Week
Chairmen Named
by Bryan LeClerc
Joan Shefry, a junior math major, was recently selected as the
chairperson of Senior Week 1981.
Picked as area co-chairpersons
were two other juniors, Janet
Canepa, a marketing major from
New City, New York, and Paul
Houston, an accouting major from
Greenlawn, New York.
The three were named from a
group of approximately twenty
students who submitted written
essays and underwent an interview with Stan Kapinos, advisor to
the Senior Week committee. The
final decision came from a group
made up of Kapinos and three
graduate assistants.
Senior Week begins on May 20
and winds up with commencement on May 4. The schedule as
currently set up is as follows:
Wednesday, May 20, a faculty/student brunch in the morning followed by an unnamed "X" event.
Thursday has planned an all-day
picnic that will go into the early

evening hours. For Friday there
will be a semi-formal dance in the
cafe. On Saturday there will be the
traditional Parents' Dance.
The final cost for these events
will not be known until sometime,
in the middle of March. This is because the bands, types of food
and kinds of decorations have not
yet been selected. A package deal
for all of the events is "most probable," according to Joan Sherry,
but nothing definite has been
decided.
Seniors are urged to give any
ideas or suggestions for Senior
Week to the committee running it.
They can be contacted at box
1820. The three selected are currently picking chairpeople to head
various events of the week. According to Sherry, "A good committee will make a good Senior
Week." This committee cannot be
very profitable unless student input is given to maintain the
strong, enthusiastic start of
Senior Week.

time; once the game starts, it runs
24 hours a day. For example, the
Michigan contest ran 26 days
before one survivor remained.
John said that there were two
important rules. First, no more
than two witnesses may be present at a killing. Second, a kill may
not be made during a class or in
the cafeteria. This, he said, would
help avoid creating a nuisance.
Otherwise, a killing could occur
anywhere at anytime.
More than 300 students had
signed up to participate as of
February 1. A special meeting was
held Sunday evening to collect
dues and money from students interested in purchasing guns currently being ordered by the game
organizers. The game will begin as
soon as all participants have
secured their guns, which is expected to be within the week. At
this time, John said he would
leave the name of a victim in each

of the participants mailbox.
John said he had heard of the
game from a friend who played it
at his school. Articles in Playboy
and People magazines as well as
the New York Times also brought
the craze to John's attention. "It
sounded like a lot of fun so I
thought I would organize a Fairfield game," said the resident
Godfather.
People Magazine explained
some of the events that highlighted the Michigan game last
fall. 'Nearly 200 participants went
around with guns for nearly a
month. One girl, due to illness,
"committed suicide," while the
eventual winner was seen climbing down the side of his building
to escape an assassin. Furthermore, one player was shot while
getting a haircut!
Officials at Michigan once tried
to close down the game, fearing
the psychological implications of

the event. "It's just supposed to
be a fun game," said John. While
Michigan winner Jeff Wallace had
a lot of fun in knocking off 15 victims, he told People Magazine his
grades turned out to be another
casualty; "They dropped a full
point."
And so goes the new craze.
However, I would not spend too
long reading this article; while you
read, there may be a gun at your
back this very second!

Attention R.A. Applicants
Applications for being a Resident Advisor for the 1981-82
school year are available until
February 11 in the Housing Department at Student Services. A
workshop will be held February 8
at 3:30 p.m. in the Nursing Auditorium for applicants to discuss
interviewing skills and job responsibilities.

FUSA Cabinet Rated "Competent 99
continued from page 1
tures, also earned a rating of
"competent plus" from the committee. Luglio was credited for
organizing Career Spectrum,
along with her involvement with
the Liddy lecture, the Halloween
Party, and various entertainers
and lecturers.
The committee rated senior Bill
Schaub, FUSA Treasurer, as "competent plus" for his efforts in
allocating budgets, arranging
ticket sales, dealing with maintainence fees, and drafting
budgets.
Senior John Nevins, VicePresident of FUSA, received a
"competent" rating for his involvement as the Academic and Administrative Liaison for FUSA.

Nevins is also credited for advancing the teacher evaluations.
The committee viewed senior
Jeanne Cuscione, also FUSA VicePresident, as "competent." In addition to overseeing the newsletter, Cuscione was involved with
Muscular Dystrophy Day and
FUSA publicity.
Joe Alvarez, senior, and John
Sohigian, junior, were rated as
"competent" as Co-Directors of
Activities. They have been credited for securing transportation
to a Yankees game, Broadway
shows, the Bronx Zoo, and other
area destinations.
The committee rated seniors
Maria Cortese and Dana Zimmerman, Co-Directors of Publicity, as
"competent" for their efforts in

publicizing all events sponsored
by SEC, Arts and Lectures, and the
rest of FUSA. Members of the
review committee noted an improvement in amount and quality
of publicity around campus.
The committee also gave a
rating of "competent" to senior
D'Arcy Clark for her success in
booking coffee-houses. Clark is
also credited for working on
Career Spectrum and Casino
Night.
Several cabinet members stated
that many students may be intimidated by the size and power of
FUSA. Therefore, they emphasized that all students are welcome
in the FUSA office to express opinions,
suggestions,
and
■criticisms.

Janet Canepa (left), Paul Houston and Joan Sherry were recently appointed this years Senior Week Co-Chairmen.
(Photo by Patty Lanza]

Rodrigues Addresses
the Woman's Role
The feasibility of holding a
career and raising a family was
discussed by Dr. Rose Rodrigues
with the university Women's
Group January 29. About 25 club
members listened as Dr. Rodrigues quizzed the girls and proceeded to tell them that a job, a
family and a home are steep goals
to realize soon after college. According to club leader Sandi Bellantonio, Rodrigues said that certain realistic choices must be
made today in wake of the present
economy; it would be difficult to
afford to raise children and buy a
new home immediately after leaving school.
Bellantonio said Rodgrigues
emphasized that conflicts cannot
be ignored or be expected to just

work themselves out. Decisions
have to be made with financial
reasons in mind, and in many
cases, this must mean that a
woman must get a job and earn an
income. The conflict of whether it
is a woman's place to work or not
is no longer the question. While
some men may not like their wives
to work, it is not as vital as earning
enough money to live on.
Dr. Rodrigues spoke for more
than three hours, said Bellantonio,
and the event was enjoyed by all.
The club leader said the group
planned their next meeting for
February 18, where they expect to
listen to a spokesman from an
organization for battered women
in Darien.

Newscaster to Address
University Audience
by Lynn Rockwell
Anthony Prisendorf, a newscaster from Channel 5 television in
New York, will be the first featured
speaker in a series of lectures
sponsored by the Student-Alumni
Association. Prisendorf, an alumnus of Fairfield, will speak next
week.
The Student-Alumni Association hopes to sponsor a number of
different lectures to be held at the

fireplace near the Campus Center
mezzanine. Thus far, the association has lined up lecturers from
the business, psychology and
communications fields to come to'
Fairfield this semester. President
D'Arcy Clark said the object of the
lectures was to inform students of
jobs in different careers. She added she hoped that more speakers
would be able to come in the
future.

New, space-age alloy
that looks as good as gold,
wears as good as gold, costs about half as much.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER: Save $10
off the regular price.
Yellow Lustrium rings by Josten's available daily
at your bookstore. Or

SEE YOUR JOSTEN'S REPRESENTATIVE
DATE: Feb. 5th & 6th
Offer good these dates only

PLACE: Outside Bookstore

TIME: 11:00-4:00
& 5:00-6:30

$20.00 Deposit
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Campus Notes
"Goodnight Mr. Lincoln
Performs for Charity
"Goodnight, Mr. Lincoln," a
one-man show starring Edward
Bryce, will be presented in three
performances at the FairfieldGrace United Methodist Church,
Fairfield, February 6,7, and 8.
The play takes place on the last
day of Abraham Lincoln's life and
is an intimate, tender, and
humorous portrayal of the 16th
President of the United States.
The script, authored by Mr. Bryce,
frem the work of over 25 historians, brings insight to history.
Edward Bryce brings more than
30 years theatrical experience to
this production. He has appeared
in several Broadway productions.
He won the Theatre World Award
for his performance when he
replaced Alfred Drake in "The
Cradle Will Rock.:'
"Goodnight, Mr. Lincoln" was
introduced two years ago at the
Saugatuck Congregational Church
' in Westport. Since then, the play
has been presented at the Carter
Theater, New York City, and numerous universities and churches.
Reviewers have found the produc-

a

tion to be a "relevant... important play for our times" and a
"memorable evening of theatre."
Sponsored by the Outreach
Commission of Fairfield-Grace,
proceeds from the performances
will benefit the missions and
outreach projects of the church.
Current programs include sponsorship of a Laotian refugee family recently settled in Fairfield and
contributions to St. Luke's Emergency Food Fund in Bridgeport.
The docu-drama will be staged
in the sanctuary of Fairfield-Grace
United Methodist Church, 1079
Fairfield Woods Rd., Fairfield. Performances have been scheduled
for Friday and Saturday, February
6 and 7 at 8:00 p.m. and Sunday,
February 8 at 2:00 p.m. Tickets are
$5.00 with a $3.50 price for senior
citizens and full-time students.
The number of tickets for each
performance is limited. The
tickets may be purchased at the
door or reserved by calling
368-9181, 333-2979, 255-6653,
268-8737, or 368-6282.

fKJGUSTINIfiNS
"HOW CAN I
MAKE MY LIFE
WORTHWHILE?"
One way may be to live within the Augustinian Fraternity.
When you come to live with us, you observe and
participate in our community life lor several years before
making a final commitment. You observe that we are a
religious community following the charism of St.
Augustine and "that together and with .one heart in
brotherhood and spiritual friendship, we seek and worship
God and that we labor in the service of the people
of God." We serve in colleges, high schools, parishes,
foreign missions, campus ministries,' retreats, hospitals
and military chaplaincies.
WANT MORE INFORMATION? CONTACT:
Reverend John P. Stack, O.S.A.
Villanova University
P.O. Box 338
Villanova, PA 19085
(215) 525-5612
Name
Address
City
School or Occ._
Phone

!
.State.

-Zip^Age-

£Call Days Evenings & Weekends

S^irsJl
KAPLAN
*=^b»*ii%/ l-il

Educational Center

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

789-1169 (Collect)

101WHITNEY
NEW HAVENAVE
Branch at

800 SILVER LANE
E. HARTFORD 568-7927

For Information About Other Centers In More Than 80 Major US Cities & Abroad
Outside NY State CALL TOLL FREE: •00-223-1782

F.U. Attends Special Events Seminar
Mrs. Chris Sinagulia, Director of
Special Events, and Dr. Orin
Grossman, Chairman of the Department of Fine Arts, recently attended the 24th annual conference of the Association of College, University, and Community
Arts Administrators, a national
non-profit organization committed
to professional development for
administrators of performing arts.
. The meeting, which took place
in New York from December 18
through December 22, is the
largest of its kind with over 750
colleges and universities from all
over the U.S., Puerto Rico, and
Canada represented. Fairfield,
however, was one of the only two
Jesuit schools which attended.
Mrs. Sinagulia said the conference focused on the effect that
technological innovations and
economic-social factors will have
on the performing arts. Experts
also talked about different ways to
run Special Events and how to
spark interest in the public.
Dr. Grossman and Mrs. Sinagulia met with representatives from
artist's management to discuss artists for 1981-1982 events at Fairfield University, including the
Evenings of Music and the Carlson Festival series.
Award Given in Rev. McGrath's Name
The Rev. Thomas A. McGrath,
S.J., professor of psychology at
Fairfield University has been
honored by his colleagues with
the establishment of an endowed
annual award.
The award and a medallion will
be given in his name each year to a
senior who has demonstrated distinguished work in psychology.
Friends of Fr. McGrath established the award with a $10,000 endowment fund to create a living
memorial to celebrate his commitment as priest, psychologist and
educator.
Fr. McGrath, a native of Quincy,

Upcoming Events
Today, Thursday, February 5: The Paul Gaulin Mime Company will
perform in the Oak Room at 8 p.m. The troupe's repertoire includes
the traditional Oriental skits as well as some eerie fantasy. Admission is $1 with F.U.I.D.
Friday, February 6: The Irish Society will kick off the semester with a
Coffee House featuring Irish music, dancing, Irish beer, ale and coffee, as well as lots of Irish fun. Come share a touch of the Emerald
Isle in the Faculty Dining Room from 8-1 a.m. Admission is $2.
Saturday, February 7: "Punk Rock Night" in the Oak Room featuring
"BLOTTO" introduced by "The Rift." The fun will start immediately
following the basketball game and last till 1 a.m. Admission is $2
and you must be "punked out" to get in!
Men's Basketball at home against Canisius. Gametime is 7:30
p.m.
Sunday, February 8: "A Salute to the People of Poland" will feature
Polish pianist Edwin Kowalik at 3 p.m. in the Oak Room. Students
are admitted FREE.
The workshop for R.A. applicants will be held in the Nursing
Auditorium from 3:30-6 p.m.
Tuesday, February 10: FUSA Presidential Elections are today.
Remember to cast your vote sometime today in the lobby outside of
the bookstore.
Wednesday, February 11: Men's Basketball at home against Fordham. Gametime is 8 p.m. Tickets can be picked up in the gym, 10-6
p.m.
Thursday, February 12: "Monty Python: And Now For Something
Completely Differe-nt" will be shown in Gonzaga Auditorium at 7:30
p.m. The movie is funnier than the TV show. There is also a showing
on Saturday evening at 7:30 p.m. Admission is $1. This is a must for
all Monty Python fans!

Mass., served on the faculties of
McGrath has contributed signifiBoston College High School and
cantly to the profession of
Georgetown University before his
psychology and to the building of
appointment to Fairfield in 1957.
the Fairfield University psychHe is past president of the Con- . ology program over the past
necticut Psychological .Associaquarter-century.
tion and has served for many years
as a faculty member of the National Association of Mutual Savings Banks Graduate School and
is a member of the Board of Trus"The audiences clap much more
tees of the Center for Financial
in this country than in Japan,"
Studies. He is nationally known
commented Japanese violinist
for his lectures to industrial
Hamao Fujiwara in a recent intermanagement.
view at his Manhattan apartment.
The Rev. Walter J. Smith, S.J.,
In his homeland, he said, aucoordinator of the endowment
diences applaud very little. "It's
fund and an assistant professor of
not a matter of whether they like
psychology, commented that Fr.
or dislike (the performance), it has
nothing to do with that. In their
culture they try to be more quiet."
Fujiwara will perform at Fairfield University on February 18 at 8
p.m. in the Campus Center in the
university's Evenings of Music
series.
by Mary Kay Wysocki
only 52% were interested if the
Fujiwara also appears with his
Last semester the administra- class was not in their major.
wife, Katsurako Mikami, a pianist.
tion announced its plans to
The tendency evidenced up till
They were classmates at music
modify the scheduling of classes,
now reverses with the liberal arts school in Tokyo, and later at The
effective for the 1981-82 academic
majors being almost evenly split,
Juilliard School of Music in New
year. The six new teaching codes but leaning towards the negative.
York. Mikami also performs singly
will allow for 75 minute classes,
Liberal arts majors surveyed inbut usually the two work together,
supplementing the existing 50 clude American Studies, English, as they will at Fairfield University.
minute codes for first, fourth, and economics, foreign languages,
Fujiwara has toured Holland,
seventh period classes.
history, politics, sociology, and
Belgium, Japan, Britain, Canada
FUSA then released a survey to
undeclared. Fifty-six percent of and the United States and in doing
get the student body's opinion of these students were against the so he has garnered an enviable
the new teaching codes. The sur- modified teaching codes and 55% assortment of awards including
vey was interested in determining
said they would not take advan- the Paganini International Violin
if students favored the changes, if tage of the schedules whether Competition in Italy.
they would take advantage of the they were in classes inside or outAside from music, Fujiwara ennew codes in major and non-major side of their major.
joys model railroading and as a
classes, and if they felt the effecstudent in Japan he had an extenDespite the tendencies of ma- sive collection and layout. "But I
tiveness of the class would
jors to prefer the positive or the started traveling a lot with concert
change. The results were divided
negative, a steady 63% of the tours so I gave them to a friend.
according to majors.
students surveyed agreed across Now I have these small ones," he
In the School of Business, with
majors surveyed including acthe majors, that the effectiveness said, pointing to an elaborate
counting, finance, management,
of some classes would be lessen- miniature layout with scenery on a
and marketing, opinions are
ed if subjected to 75 minute plywood board atop filing cabinets
basically split evenly, but leaning
periods. This indicates that the in his apartment foyer. The trains
students will give serious thought were a miniature scale with tracks
towards the positive, 56% of the
students favored the new scheto the subject matter presented in only as wide as a pencil and locodules. Sixty-two percent said they
a class before opting for a motives that would fit easily in the
would take advantage of them, but
modified teaching code.
palm of your hand. "They're a
good size for our apartment but I
Form your own threesome: Reserve now!
think it would be pretty hard to
bring them with me when I
toured," he laughed.

Survey Shows Student
Opinions Split

Visit New York
on a 'Three-Fer'

Murray Hill Hotel's 'Three-Fer' Plan
offers rooms to be shared by three persons
at only $15 per person per night.
Regular rates per night: Double from $40; Single from $30.
Two blocks
CKS from
Irorr Madison Square Garden • Large rooms • Color TV

THE MURRAY HILL HOTEL

Fairfield University Class will begin
Saturday Feb. 7-9:30 AM
in Science Building—Room 254

Violinist Gives
Insights to Japan

42 West 35th Street, New York, N.Y. 10001
212 / 947-0200

Stags vs. Holy Cross
Feb. 19 Madison Square Garden

FAIR-VIEW
CAMERA SHOP
fr STUDIO

I Student Discounts &
Instant Passports

334-5123
J2189 Black Rock Tnpke, Ffld.
I Also At Stamford 324-0682
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Editorials
A Question of Concern
One of the most remarkable aspects of
college life aside from the obvious academic and social stimulation is the opportunity for personal growth. The growth varies
with each individual and is not always immediately discernable. But one thing is certain however: personal growth is enhanced
by involvement in community activities. In
particular those activities which benefit
others.
It is for this reason that the decision to
becpme an R.A. requires careful consideration. During this period when applications
for positions are being reviewed, it seems
appropriate to examine some of the qualities that constitute an effective R.A.
First, an applicant cannot afford to ignore
one inescapable reality. As an R.A. you are
not simply a student. You are an administrator who has been delegated a tremendous amount of authority and responsibility. This authority is not to be yielded
with merciless and tyrannical style, Rather
it should be used with discretion in order to
accomplish a more important objective—that is toward the improvement of life
within the dormitory community.
Being an R.A. means much more than
routine room inspections and paperwork. It
means catering to the human needs of a
variety of individuals. This requires patience
and a good deal of understanding. For a
Freshman struggling to make an adjustment to college life, the reassuring concern
of an R.A. can make that transition a
memorable rather than traumatic experience. In many instances your ability to
command respect and make spontaneous
decisions during periods of stress will be
another important aspect of the positon.
Your ability to generate enthusiasm and
promote unity among dorm residents will
bring out qualities of leadership you never
thought you possessed. Being a leader requires that you exercise tact and diplomacy

with your peers, yet never relinquishing the
authority which you have been given. For in
essence you are a diplomat, a representative of Student Services working toward
the improvement of campus life. There can
be no denying that the responsibilities on
you will be enormous. Yet that is part of the
challenge of the job itself.
There is another aspect of the position
which, though less pleasant, is a necessity.
As the R.A., you will at one point or another
be confronted with the task of disciplining
individuals. Few people enjoy taking disciplinary measures against others. This is
especially difficult when the offenders are
peers or even close friends. Yet it is this
area of the position that will test your
maturity, sense of responsibility and above
all your ability to maintain a healthy rapport
with students and administrators alike. Rising to this challenge as a student administrator may seem an impossible task,
but it will instill in you a sense of confidence and a belief that your decisions
were in the best interests of the dorm itself.
I suppose I can cite other aspects of the
position enumerating its merits and pitfalls.
Yet it would serve no purpose here. My purpose in this brief statement is to show that
college offers many avenues for personal
growth. Becoming an R.A. is one of those
avenues. In making applications for R.A.
you have initiated a process that in the long
run will have a tremendous impact on your
life. Not only will the exposure to a variety
of circumstances and individuals help to
mold you into a more responsible adult, but
the qualities of leadership you discover
within yourself will surprise you. Finally, the
satisfaction of knowing that you made a
positive contribution to the welfare of the
University community is a feeling you will
always cherish.
Frank P. Malinconico
Editorial, The MIRROR

LETTERS
Reagan and Morality
It seems to be a requirement of we who
have followed the last Presidential campaign to make an assessment of how President Reagan will do in his new job. Not ony
that, but to predict what kind of President
Reagan will be.
Instead of assessing the President issueby-issue, I have chosen to make this assessment based on a few of Reagan's key moral
positions.
In an interview with Time magazine which
appeared in its Man of the Year 1980 issue
(Ronald Reagan was Time's Man of the
Year—a title which would have meant more
to him had Jimmy Carter not won it in 1976),
Reagan outlined his positions on several
dilemmas dealing with morality. Here is
what Mr. Reagan said about prayer in the
public schools:
Long before I ever sought (the Presidency), I believed that the outlawing of
prayer, non-sectarian prayer, in public
schools was not a defense of the First
Amendment but was actually against
the Constitution, which says that the
Congress shall make no laws concerning the establishment of religion or the
restriction of it or its practice and so
forth.
The salient point here is the "and so
forth." I'm sure those words aren't in the
Constitution, but they show us that Reagan
makes his assumptions on prayer very easily. I mean, the Constitution says there shall
be no restriction, yet today it is illegal to
pray in the public schools. Making some-

thing illegal is a sort of restriction, I think.
The President also said, "This is a nation
under God." How many political persons today will admit that there is a God and
America is under Him? If one polled the
96th Congress, one would find five, maybe
six. Poll the 97th, and one may find only a
few more. Generally, our politicians and
judges have been telling us we cannot pray,
even if we want to, and to be more specific,
Kentucky cannot hang the Ten Commandments on the walls of the public schools.
The American Civil Liberties Union tells us
religion te O.K. at home, in private, but that
we should not let it seep into the public
schools. Weren't homosexuals expected by
society to do "their thing" in private— in the
closet—not too long ago? Then the A.C.L.U.
cried, "Foul!" They said gays should be free
to do whatever it is they do out of the closet.
Now that the gays are out of the closet, I
guess the A.C.L.U. wants to toss God in.
What about abortion? Ron says:
The (advocates) of the right of abortion
speak of the right of a ... prospective
mother and her own body. We are talking of two bodies.
Maybe, just maybe, Reagan can help us
get the Human Life Amendment passed.
Based on Mr. Reagan's moral and
religious views, I'd say we're in for a
Presidency matched only in greatness by
the Washington and Lincoln Administrations and the '69 Mets.
As always,
Michael S. Guarnieri '84

Anyone but Haig
To many students at Fairfield University it
looks like the Jesuits will once again place
the teachings of Jesus Christ in the closet
so that they can gain recognition in the
secular world. On May 24, 1981, the Jesuit
community of Fairfield University will
proudly receive, support, honor and applaud
this year's commencement speaker, Alexander Haig.
Although Haig was approved by a somewhat apprehensive Senate for the position
of Secretary of State, this is not what
endeared him to the commencement board.

Instead it seems that it was his participation in the highly criticized bombing of Cambodia, his meteoric rise to the position of
Four Star general under President Nixon,
his position of Supreme Allied Commander
of the NATO forces, Ms- loyal but highly
questionable allegiance to the President of
the United States during one of the blackest
days in American history and his often
wondered about "morality." Isn't it ironic
that the Jesuit community could boycott
the Liddy lecture and during the same
academic year attend a commencement ad-

dress given by such a man as General Haig?
What words of wisdom will Haig tell the
students of a college founded on a philosophy of love? (The philosophy of Jesus
Christ.) For many this about face on principles can only be seen as a signal of what
future policy will be. First Gordon Liddy,
now Alexander Haig, maybe next year the
commencement speaker for my graduating
class will be Joseph Mangela! On behalf of
myself and many of my fellow students, I
urge the Jesuits to reconsider their position
and try to remember exactly what this
school is supposed to represent.
Sincerely,
Dennis Cronin
President of the Fairfield Democratic
Socialist Organizing Committee

Cheers
To the people in the infirmary for their efforts in helping us fight the plague... If
Chloraseptic and Sudafed doesn't work we
can always fill syringes with Chicken Soup.
Just say a prayer and keep the nose drops
flowing ... To the cast and crew of 200
Story ... Thanks for keeping the arts
alive . . . When the Tony award comes
around you can bet we'll vote you in. Keep
up the good work... To FUSA and The
Dating Game. Special thanks to Tom Parks
for emceeing ... match making was never
more fun. Hope to see you back again next
year... To all those who cast a vote in the
Presidential Elections... It's good to know
that there are people who care about this
school's future. By the way, congratulations
are in order to
. Hope that once
you take the reins of government you won't
forget who the passengers are... To Mr.
Robert Ryan and The Alcohol Awareness
seminar held last Saturday ... Thanks for
an informative... To Andy McGowan for
his innovative efforts to establish the Jesuit
Organization ... Who says politicians don't
try to keep promises ... Nice going Andy
and keep the ideas rolling... To those
seeking RA positions ... No one says being
the boss is easy, but we're confident that
the new recruits will be just as good as their
predecessors... To the coming of Polish
Pianist Edwin Kowalik Feb. 8 ... Also
cheers to Special Events for pulling strings
for another semester... We'll be keeping
an eye out for the talent... To the Hockey
team for keeping the winning streak
going ... To those Residents of Southeast
that passed their CPR exam recently

To that archaic system in the movie auditorium which necessitates stopping the
films at critical moments ... There must be
a better way fellas. After alf we pay to see
movies
without
commercial
interruption ... To the fire in Fareast last
week that left students shivering in the
cold ... Murphy's Law strikes again: If
anything can go wrong it will. And at the
worst possible time ... To those who failed
to cast a vote in the recent presidential elections ... Since when has the Apathy Party
been in control of policy around
here ... Besides those flyers weren't for
decorations ... To those who missed Zoo
Story ... First Rate entertainment at an
unbeatable price. What more can you ask
for? Keep an eye out for the next
show... To that segment of the populace
that hurled obscenities at the contestants
in the Dating Game... Rude Crude and
Socially Unacceptable Behavior won't improve your love life either... To those
Gameroom Machines that devour quarters
without operating and to the people who
put them out of commission by punching,
kicking and attacking them ... Spare the
assault and battery you guys ... Asking for
a refund is a lot less painful... To the recent retirements of Fr. McCarron after 13
years of dedicated service. In addition to
the traditional gold watch I suggest he be
given a bronzed replica of the 81-82 course
selection book ... Good luck Father and enjoy that well deserved retirement... To the
cold weather which has signaled the end of
the January thaw ... Also to the February
blahs which have once again descended oni
campus ... Hopefully there will be a lot
more snow in the future to keep us from going stir crazy ... To the Tri-State water shortage that has us on alert... One would
think we were in the throes of a Drought instead of Mid-Winter... Is someone trying
to boost utility prices too... To the projected increases in gas prices by 8 cents a
gallon ... It's strange how a bunch of rich
sheiks on camels can direct the lives of 200
million people ... Maybe the U.S. can raise
the price of McDonald's burgers to get
even... To whoever took the stack of
newspapers outside the MIRROR
office... Do you know something that we
haven't heard about or do you just want to
start a collection? To those questionable
calls in the recent contest between lonaand
Fairfield Ladies Hoop ... The officials are
watching the game. Now all we need is someone to watch the officials....
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Why I Can't Honor Al Haig
by John Orman
On Commencement Day in May 1981 at
Fairfield University, the Board of Trustees
and the President of the University will present two honors to Secretary of State Alexander Haig in the name of Fairfield University. First, Haig will be awarded an honorary
doctorate degree and second, Haig will be
awarded the privilege to address the
graduating seniors and those present who
have come to honor the graduating seniors.
Al Haig does not deserve either award nor is
he a man who deserves our honor.
I think the selection of Alexander Haig to
be the commencement speaker for the 1981
graduation ceremonies is a particularly inappropriate choice for top administrators to
make. Consider the following:
1. (1969) As a deputy to Henry Kissinger
on the National Security Council, Haig
delivered to the FBI the names of the
people that Nixon and Kissinger
wanted to illegally wiretap including
members of the National Security
Council, government officials and
reporters from CBS News and the New
York Times. Moreover Haig researched
the "raw files" i.e. the transcripts and
records of the wiretapping. There is no
evidence available to suggest that Haig
once said, "Mr. President or Mr. Kissinger, this is illegal and unethical and I
will not do this."
2. (1970) Haig had knowledge of the CIA's
"Track Two" plan which was an attempt to assassinate Chilean General
Rene Schneider in order to clear the
way for a coup against Chilean President Salvadore Allende. There is no

evidence existing which shows Haig
saying "Mr. President, it is wrong to try
to overthrow foreign regimes by
subversion or Mr. President, it is morally wrong to engage in assassination
plots against foreign government officials." Haig followed orders.
3. (1969-1970) Haig was aware of the socalled "secret bombing" of Cambodia
where Nixon and Kissinger arranged
for the military to secretly bomb a
neutral country in an effort to widen
the war in Indochina. The bombing was
kept secret from Congress, the media
and the American people in order to
not suffer public reprobation. No
evidence exists in the public record to
show that Al Haig ever said, "You
know, Mr. President, secret bombings
of cou/itries are unconstitutional. I do
not think we ought to be doing these
kinds of things, Sir." Haig followed
order and kept quiet.
4. (1972) When Richard Nixon resumed
the so-called "Christmas bombings of
Hanoi" in the Indochina War to bring
that country to its "knees," Al Haig did
not counsel the President to resist the
temptation to become the aggressor.
On the contrary, Haig was one of the
strong advocates of the plan.
5. (1973) As Nixon's White House Chief of
Staff during the so-called "Saturday
Night Massacre" it was Al Haig who
relayed the messages to William
Ruckelshaus (the new Attorney
General who replaced Elliot Richardson who had resigned in protest over
the first order) that he would have to

Morality In El Salvador
by Kevin Cassidy
Once again, the American people are being misinformed about the foreign policy of
our government. A terrible tragedy is occurring in Ei Salvador and we have not been
told the truth about it. The civil war in that
tiny Central American country has claimed
the lives of 10,000 people in the past year
and the U.S. government, despite its claims
to the contrary, shares responsibility for
these deaths because of the military aid it
provides the Salvadorean government.
Our State Department has claimed that
we are supporting a "centrist" government
caught between the forces of the left and
those on the right. The reality, however,
does not fit this description. Approximately
80% of the 10,000 who died in 1980 were
killed by the government's military forces
and the para-military groups linked to them.
This fact has been repeatedly documented
by United Nations observers in the country,
\ by the Catholic clergy of El Salvador and by
those journalists who have ventured into
the countryside where the killings are taking place.
The victims of the government violence
are impoverished peasants including many
women and children. Their only crime is
their appeal for a decent life. While making
up the majority of the population, they are
forced to live in feudal peonage on the
estates of rich landowners. Their average income is $88 per year and this in a country
where the cost of living is comparable to
ours! One peasant summed up his situation
to a Public Broadcasting System reporter:
"our choice is to starve or to fight."
In El Salvador it is not a question of a
"conservative" government as opposed to a
more "liberal" one. The nation is still controlled by an oligarchy which insists on ruling the country as a feudal fiefdom. The
privileges of this elite are protected by the
army and the para-military who kill anyone
in favor of any progressive change whatsoever. The violence is not simply directed
against "guerrillas" but against whole
segments of the population that are merely
asking for survival conditions.
The recent killing of three American nuns
and a lay missionary and the murders of
priests and the Archbishop of San Salvador
were meant as warnings to anyone attempting to alleviate the conditions of the
peasants. The government insists that it
condemns the "excesses" of the military
and the para-military. Yet, it has not seriously investigated the deaths of the missionaries and clergy or the torture and
murder of the leaders of the political opposition who were carried off in broad
daylight by government forces. Archbishop

Rivera y Damas, who succeeded the slain
Oscar Romero, has stated unequivocally
that all of the violence is done with the
knowledge of the government. This is the
same government to whom we are sending
military assistance.
The Salvadorean government claims it is
enacting a vast new land reform program.
Analysis by American experts interviewed
by PBS indicates otherwise. The program,
which does not benefit more than a few
peasants, is being used by the military to invade the countryside and kill peasants who
are asking for reforms. Whole villages of
Salvadorean peasants have been wiped out.
With the absence of modern communications in the countryside this genocidal activity has been accomplished quietly. It has
been reported, however, by local priests, a
few reporters and agricultural workers. Ivan
Escobar, a Salvadorean agricultural economist and member of the UN human rights
team, described one village which was told
by the military to elect a leadership committee in preparation for the new land reforms
in its area. The peasants, despite their
doubts, did so. The next day the military
returned and asked to meet the new
leaders. When the latter came forward, they
were all killed. This is the military which is
receiving our assistance.
Escobar, in a recent lecture at the
Catholic Center in Bridgeport, documented
the non-violent struggle of the Salvadorean
people during the last decade. At first,
groups of peasants went to the government
to appeal for assistance. They were shot.
Later, when elections did take place, progressive candidates were fraudulently
prevented from winning office. Finally, a
series of military juntas ruled the country
with the participation of some civilian
leaders.
El Salvador is now a moral issue and not
simply a political one. The Church hierarchy
there has recognized this and appealed for
an end to American military assistance to
the Salvadorean government. American
bishops have supported this. The National
Council of Catholic Bishops here has appealed to Washington for a cut-off of
military aid. Catholic bishops have visited
the White House to emphasize this plea.
This effort will succeed only if sufficient
numbers of Americans, and especially
Catholic Americans who voted for Ronald
Reagan in large numbers, support the
bishops. American Catholics, if truly "prolife," must support life whenever it is
threatened. Write to Secretary of State Alexander Haig at the State Department or to
National Security Advisor Richard Allen at
the White House.

fire special Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox because Cox was seeking
to gain access to the Nixon White
House tapes in his investigation of
Watergate. When Ruckelshaus refused
the order he was fired, and there is no
evidence to suggest that Al Haig also
resigned that day, in a protest over unconstitutional behavior by the President. On the contrary, Haig stayed and
supported the President's decision.
6. (1973) On one June 4, 1973, White
House Tape, Al Haig is heard counseling the President to say "You just can't
recall" when asked about certain
charges. Nowhere in the public record
does Haig tell Mr. Nixon "You must tell
the whole truth about your involvement
and you may not engage in any illegal
cover-ups."
7. (1974) During the final days of the Nixon administration, it was Al Haig who
first approached Gerald Ford to give
him possible scenarios as to how the
Watergate crisis would end. One
scenario presented to then VicePresident Ford was for Nixon to resign
and for the new president to pardon
the former president.
8. (1974) As White House Chief of Staff
Haig helped supervise the massive efforts by the Nixon administration to
edit the White House tapes into the
President's version of the White House
tapes. These were released in April and
the Nixon administration version of the
White House tapes significantly differed from the actual transcripts of the
White House tapes as reported by the
House Judiciary Committee.
In all of these matters it is clear, Alexander Haig broke no laws. He did not,

according to the Special Prosecutor Leon
Jaworski, engage in any criminal activity.
Yet it is also very clear to. me that Al Haig
did not engage in any critical or ethical
thinking during his years in public service
1969 to 1974. Haig was the typical foot
soldier. He always followed orders. He was
always loyal to his "Commander-in-Chief."
Haig was always loyal to the idea of loyalty
without ever questioning his orders.
As the Secretary of State has so elegantly
stated, "No person has a monopoly on virtue, not even you, Senator." Yet at Fairfield
University we should have a monopoly over
the kind of people that we as a university
want to honor. Haig's record is hardly deserving of any of the false praise and proclamations he will receive on commencement
day. In effect by honoring Haig, we will be
telling students who will be taking important places in society that it is okay to:
1. wiretap your friends
2. use secret force and coercion to get
what you want
3. attempt to assassinate people
4. subvert criminal investigations
5. use quid pro quo in making secret transactions
6. be loyal to orders from superiors even
if those orders might be unethical
I think our seniors at Fairfield University
clearly deserve better lessons than these
from our Jesuit institution. Any time the
Secretary of State wants to fly to Fairfield
University to give an address, he should,
like any other speaker, be given the right to
free expression of his ideas. This is not a
free speech issue, this is an issue concerning "honored" and "awarded" speech at
commencement. Al Haig does not merit our
honors.
Dr. Orman is a politics professor at Fairfield University and the author of

Criminal Control
by Sal Gilbertie
This article is written in response to what
may be appropriately termed as an awesome display of social and legislative ignorance on the part of a segment of the
general populace as illustrated in a MIRROR
article last week.
In his article "The Day The Music Died"
Tom Callahan utilized the outspokenness of
many sadly misinformed parties regarding
the topic of gun control.
Some significant historical fact must now
be interjected. The 1968 Federal Gun Control Act contains many restrictions concerning the distribution and sale of firearms in
the United States. Among these are the prohibition of any convicted felon from purchasing or possessing a firearm and the
similar prohibition of any person with a
mental illness from owning or carrying a
firearm. A waiting period is required for any
person purchasing a handgun to enable the
F.B.I, to investigate the buyer's
background.
With this EXISTING legislation in mind,
an analysis of the tragic events leading to
John Lennon's death is appropriate.
Mark David Chapman had made a prior
trip to New York City with the intention of
killing John Lennon. He did not act on this
impulse, however, and returned to Hawaii.
On a second trip the New York City he was
overcome by feelings which, by his own admission, had no distinct origins, and he
assassinated John Lennon.
Clearly, Mr. Chapman is afflicted with a
severe mental disability. Let the 1968 Gun
Control Act now be imposed. Any intelligent
observer can see that this is an impossibility. There is, however, no weakness in the
laws themselves. Indeed, the 1968 Act is as
complete a set of legislation possible
without infringing upon the basic rights of
stable law-abiding citizens. (Excepting, of
course, the much needed mandatory prison
sentences for the illegal use of a firearm.)
How then, could Chapman have been prevented from obtaining the .38 caliber handgun with which he shot Lennon? It is obvious that nothing short of a psychological
test specifically dealing with Chapman's
obsession to kill John Lennon would have
given anyone the right to deny an outwardly
stable, ex-security officer access to a handgun.
To require such psychological testing for
all firearms owners would not only be
clinically impossible (the test would have to
be so general that specific problems such

as Chapman's would probably never be
discovered) but also economically unfeasible.
As any student of economics knows, the
banning of handguns altogether would only
create a massive illegal market through
which any criminal or mentally unstable person could purchase a firearm.
Remember, a criminal is defined as any
person guilty of violating the law. If a person is so callous that he will rob or kill
another human being, thereby violating the
law and becoming a criminal, what makes
people think that he will obey another law
prohibiting him from buying a firearm? As
shown earlier, the law already prohibits
criminals from purchasing guns, but, by this
very definition, the criminal ignores this
legislation.
Heeding the advice of Ted Kennedy and
Ed Koch by passing more gun control laws
that only overlap one another will only add
to the bureaucratic tangle of existing
legislation currently being ignored by the
criminal element in our society.
Found in Mr. Callahan's article were the
questions "How many more shootings do
we endure before we do something?" and
"How many more Mark David Chapmans are
out there ... waiting?" These questions are
excellent in that they inspire people to do
something. Firearms, however, should not
be used as a scapegoat for the ills of our
society. It is the Mark David Chapmans of
this world that people should act against.
They should force the courts to hand out
tough sentences for all crimes committed
with handguns and they should force the
police to uphold existing gun control laws
to the utmost extent.
It is estimated that there are between 45
and 50 million handguns in the United
States today. Why then, if guns are so evil
as some people claim them to be, are there
not many millions of shootings in the U.S.
each year? Obviously, the human element
consisting of a small group of criminals, not
law abiding gun owners or the firearms
themselves, is to be faulted for the existing
crime and murder rates in our society today.
Suggesting that the theoretical elimination
of inanimate objects such as guns, knives,
or tennis rackets will reduce these rates is
inane and useless. It is the human, criminal
element in society that gun control advocates should direct their energies toward,
not firearms themselves and the honest,
law abiding citizens who own them.
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Arts & Entertainment
The Dating Game "The Oak Room Of Your Dreams
by Lauren Pennisi
with Marlene Mockalis
If you've been searching for the
date of your dreams, you had your
chance to find him or her on
January 30th at Fairfield's version
of The Dating Game. The event
was organized by Amy Sleeper,
chairperson, with the help of
Kevin McColgan, Director of SEC.
The Oakroom was set up in a
cabaret style with beer, wine, and
munchies served and the stage
was designed to duplicate the
original dating game. According to
Amy Sleeper, each contestant was
told to prepare eight questions
although they didn't know whether they would be asking/answering questions until that night.
Comedian Tom Parks was the
emcee for the game, but before
the main event was to begin, he
entertained the capacity crowd
with a monologue, which lasted
for approximately forty-five
minutes. The majority of his
material centered around collegelife. Parks' comments ranged from
freshman learning to "blend in" to
"choosing cafeteria food that was
least likely to hurt you." He was
very amusing and well received by
the audience.
In an interview earlier Friday

Hoffman Eases the
Oak Room into
Another Successful
"Evening of Music"
by Mary Anne Blaszczak
Last Wednesday, Fairfield was
visited by a true musician, in the
guise of cellist Gary Hoffman. Mr.
Hoffman gave us an evening of
entertainment of the rarest
form—that of fine music mingled
with a refreshing sense of humor.
His ceremony was minimal as he
quickly and quite genuinely
established the vital relationship
between himself and his audience.
His ease with his audience is a
natural outgrowth of his ease with
his music. He offered a program
that was filled with the smorgasbord of musical history. Comprised of five segments, the repertoire,
that Mr. Hoffman elected touched
upon the Classical, Romantic, and
Modern movements, with a fascinating selection of American folk
music intermingled with what
music means today in American
wasteland.
When asked about the unusual
contents of his program, Mr. Hoffman answered that achievement
of a balance of musical perspective and variety were the main
directives when considering the
choice of instrumentals.
This feat was highly evident as
in the first half of the evening, we
heard from Beethoven and Debussy, two pioneers of their times,
but men of different ages, countries and temperaments. In the second half of the program Hoffman
sandwiched the contemporary and
modern American, Foss, between
Shubert and Chopin, two of the
bulwarks of music in Eighteenth
Century
Europe. Yet
Mr.
Hoffman's enthusiasm for the
music, as well as his skill and incredible delivery of it let him get
away with or rather enhances the
juxtaposition.
Accompanied by his brother,
Joel, Mr. Hoffman provided Fairfield University or, should I say, all
those who took the time to go and
see him, with an unforgettable
evening filled with the deep, rich
tonalities afforded by the cello.
Our thanks to the administrative
talents and foresight of the "Evenings of Music" for choosing so
wisely. The next concert of the
series will be held on Wednesday,
February 18 at 8:00 in the Oak
Room. At this time the violinist
Hamao Fujiwara will perform.

afternoon with Marlene Mockalis,
Parks said that Fairfield University
was his first appearance of his
month-long tour for this year. In
the past, he has performed at 300
colleges. Since he is relatively
unknown in many areas, Parks
tried to generate an interest by doing a short act in the cafeteria Friday afternoon called a "teaser."
He felt that the reaction was
"wonderful and very responsive."
Parks also said that he was looking forward to the show because
the cafeteria crowd was terrific
and he was hoping for the same
response later in the evening.
In the future, Tom Parks is interested in doing guest appearances on shows like "Barney
Miller," "WKRP in Cincinnati," or
a pilot for a new television series.
His next college appearance in-

clude schools in Michigan, Tennessee, and Virginia.
After concluding the monologue, Parks introduced the first
contestants. Bachelors Tom
Gavula, junior, John Sohigian,
junior, and Joe Bellar, freshman,
competed for sophomore Lisa
Lucon's attention. Although it was
a tough decision, Lisa finally
decided on bachelor number
three, Joe Bellar, "because I heard
the least from him." Their date will
be dinner at The Scenario.
Game number two was a reverse
of the first game. Bachelorettes
Lori McDonnell, freshman, Nancy
Smith, junior, and Cathy Forester,
freshman, vied for a dream date
with junior Ted Schimoler. After
some difficulty, Ted finally chose
Lori McDonnell to accompany him
continued on page 7
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Three contestants on Friday's Dating Game: (from L to R) Mike Bentivegna, Mike Havilland, Gerry Sargent.
[Photo by Patty Tobin]

STUDENTS! A COUPON BOOK TO THE
HARTMAN THEATRE IS ONLY $15 AND
CAN BE REDEEMED FOR ANY OR ALL OF
1981 SEASON:
SHOWDOWN AT
THE ADOBE MOTEL
with

MOLJERE IN SPITE
OF HIMSELF
with

HENRYFONDA

RICHARD KILEY

directed by
Edwin Sherin

directed by
Michael Lessac

February 10 — March l

March 10 — March 29

World premiere. The tequila-assisted reunion of two
feisty old codger cowboys—a touching comedy told
with love and authentic American wit by Lanny
Flaherty.

MERTON OF
THE MOVIES

SEMMELWEISS

Directed by James Hammerstein

Directed by Edwin Sherin

April 14 — May 3
"George S. Kaufman and Marc Connelly have
guilded them a shrewd and wise and utterly delightful comedy. A very fable of innocence, of youthful
illusions, of the world unspoiled.''
Woollcott, N.Y. HERALD

SAVE
$30!

ORDER
TODAY

' 'A brilliantly theatrical study of power."
Eder, N.Y. TIMES
'' Where the play is perfectly magnificent is in its
concept of a great artist destroyed by venomous
despotism."
Barnes, N.Y. POST

May 12 — May 31
"It is for such plays that there is theatre. It is hardly
surprising that the author is Howard Sackler, whose
GREAT WHITE HOPE was a drama of similar
intensity and human grandeur.''
Gottfried, N.Y. POST

'SPECIALLY FOR STUDENTS: The coupon book contains 4 coupons
which may be exchanged for tickets to any of the 4 1981 season
productions listed above. They may be used in any multiple to any of the
performances scheduled. The best available seats at the time of exchange
will be given to coupon book holders.

HARTMAN THEATRE COMPANY

STUDENT COUPON BOOK ORDER FORM
PLEASE SEND ME.

NAME

STUDENT

COUPON BOOKS @ $15.00.
TOTAL ENCLOSED $

ADDRESS
PAYMENT
CITY

ZIP

STATE
/

SCHOOL

DAY PHONE

□ Check enclosed made payable to
Hartman Theatre Company.
□ VISA
□ American Express
□ MasterCard
Account#
Expiration date.
A Xerox copy of ID must be enclosed with order.

MAIL TO: HARTMAN THEATRE COMPANY

P.O. BOX 521, STAMFORD, CT 06904

by Carl S. Gustafson
In a small corner of Fairfield
University several students performed magic. A very special kind
of magic that exists only in the art
form known as Theatre. I was one
student out of 130 that saw "The
Zoo Story" this past weekend and
witnessed the student magic.
The play wove its magic around
a single theme floating in the
neurosis of one character. The actress was Roselyn O'Boy as Jheri.
She was a young, depressivehypersensitive loner unable to win
the love of an animal. Her one ambition and motivation was to find
someone who was just kind
enough to kill her—if only by accident. Edward Albee worked words
around the theme of human
needs—Ms. O'Boy worked her
magic around his words.
The play consisted of one set
(some school chairs formed into
park benches), one scene, two actresses, a director, a producer, and
the vicarious observers. It took but
$44.80 to bring this feat of skill
about and yet the magic was quite
convincing. The magic was
brought under the direction of Andrew Masini and in speaking to
him I got an insight into the play
and its power.
His explanation of the play,
which echoed reminders of the
Theatre of the Absurd (via Camus
and Beckett), was that "It was just
a matter of putting the energy on
stage... the script was its form,
but everything worked to evoke

♦

4>

Lllll Palmer's Performance in "Sarah"
in America99—Glitter and Roses

zoo

tfoRy

♦

the theme." He cast two women in
the parts which have been traditionally played by men and his
reason was that he "felt that it
could be adapted. I had two actresses in mind and it seems to
have worked."
I think he was justified in his
decision. The actresses seemed
to be capable of more inexplicable
power and energy. With this
restless energy came problems
though. There were some parts of
the performance that dragged
while others danced, some lines
that were weak, and some voice influxes that were misleading, yet
this did not take away from the
energy that Mr. Masini was looking for as I feel he found that
strength.
What showed through was the
beginning of something Fairfield
Theatre needs and that's shortterm performances, put together
rather quickly, to get some experience working such experimental pieces. The play is difficult and
the group did a marvelous job in
interpretation. It was well worth attending and if there is another one
act in the Playhouse's future (as
there is rumored to be) I feel it
should be more numerously attended.
If a day goes by and there's no
sun, try some magic. If the food's
no good or a course is too hard, try
some magic. If the world grows
old and life loses some of its illusion, try the theatre. It's just the
magic that creativity needs in
order to begin.
[Ed. dedication: to A.M. There you
have it!]
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by Carl S. Gustafson
Setting: American Shakespeare
Theatre, Stratford, Ct. The stage is
decorated with various boxes and
traveling trunks, and the year is
1880. We are inside the luggage
berth of a transatlantic ocean liner
just arrived in New York City. A
flaming redhead appears on stage
and causes the customs' officials
to impound her luggage ... 1,000
pieces worth! Her address to the
customs' officials: "If you think
this was a scene, wait until tomorrow's!" The reference was to her
first opening in America, and the
actress was the French-born
Sarah Bernhardt.
Having found myself in the
theatre, the place where this incredible woman spent most of her
life, my mind began to wander
back through the years, trying to
find out just what this French
"hussy" (as the Americans were
all too quick to call her) was doing
in America and what she had to
say.
Sarah (Lilli) spoke the only
words of the play. The words had
been spoken to a developing
America. An America of change

and progress, and what struck me
as I ventured down her echoings,
was the true note they rang, even
some 90 years later.
"I must go where I am driven.
Experience everything. Be everyone. ... "I must go to the brink of
death, to the brink of
sexuality
In an address to the press,
Sarah said, "I'll tell you
anything ..." (in an aside to us
she continued) "you notice I did
not say I'd tell the truth."
She claimed to be illegitimate,
her son was illegitimate, in fact
she claimed that her whole family
was illegitimate. When her son
Maurice gave her two legitimate
grandchildren she claimed "These
are the first two Bernhardts who
are really legitimate. What will
they do!" Her justification came in
the belief that marriage is for
"people who must like the inside
of prison."
The voyage back to the turn of
the century was wonderful. Sarah
was enticing, warm, and magnetic
the entire night. One must take
this convincing trip down America's history with Lilli Palmer in

Good Music—Not Sensationalism
Sells "Double Fantasy"
by Marlene Mockalis
We've all heard the story before:
highly acclaimed rock musician
dies, his fans mourn, and selfish
opportunists cash in on the profits
of misery. It has happened to a
countless number of people—Jim
Morrison, Elvis Presley, Ronnie
Van Zant. . . and, ever since
December 8, it has been happening to John Lennon. It's no wonder
the American public feels that it is
being taken advantage of. We
don't know whether Lennon's
"Double Fantasy" album is doing
well because of its own merits, or
whether consumers are just too
foolish to stop the producers from
using and robbing them in their
grief-stricken state.
The answer will never be known.
One can only surmise about the
success of the album. It is my personal opinion that excellent
music, and not the appeal of Lennon's violent murder, is responsible for the popularity of "Double
Fantasy."
The album, as well as Lennon's
re-entry into the professional
world of rock, gets off to a rip roaring start with "(Just Like) Starting
Over." Throughout the song, the
lyrics present the listener with
double meanings. John is beginning again his life as a famous per-

H0U RS
o ♦i
Mon-Sat

sonality and his secure, loveabundant marriage with Yoko Ono.
One cannot underestimate the importance that Yoko had in
Lennon's private life and career.
She saved and inspired him and
she also contributed half of the
compositions to "Double
Fantasy."
Yoko's voice may contrast the
vocals of John, in fact the audience can expect to be severely
disappointed with her supposed
talent, but the audience must
understand the unique ingredient
that Yoko adds to the album. The
format is set up as a running
dialogue between husband and
wife which, if nothing else, is
original. Look, for example, to "I'm
Losing You" by Lennon, and "I'm
Moving On" by Ono. In the former,
Lennon laments over Ono's absence, and tells her he loves her in
synthesized Morse code, while
she responds with a complaint.
If Yoko's lung power falls a considerable distance short of
meeting standard acceptance, her
lyrics compensate. In "Kiss, Kiss,
Kiss," she sighs, "Why death,
Why life, Warm hearts, Cold
darts... It's a long, long story to
tell/And I can only show you my
hell."

AL'S PLACE

10-6

(Corner Mill Plain Rd. & Post Rd.)

NITELY SPECIALS Including:

Biquor Barrel
■

1434 Post Road

Deliveries Fri. & Sat,—6 P.M.

Call 259-1764

BUDWEISER

$

10

72

+ Tax
+ Dep.

Case 12 oz. Bottle

Lowest Price Allowable By Law!

LIQUOR BARREL
CUTS THE PRICE!

9jCase
<

+ Tax
+ Dep.
12 oz. Export Bottle

Sold In Cases Only.
YOUR FLOOR PARTY HEADQUARTERS

order to understand just how
Sarah Bernhardt fell in love with
America and how America fell in
love with her!
The play is a world premier and
is also Lilli Palmer's first premier
, appearance on the American
I stage in twenty-eight years. At
that point she was known for her
roles in film with leading men Gary
Cooper, Clark Gable, Fred Astaire
and Laurence Olivier. She has written an autobiography and two
bestsellers, and has brought her
fabulous career with her to shine
more Stardust on the role she has
undertaken.
The play was in Stratford until
last Sunday. It will now play for
five weeks at the Kennedy Center
in Washington, D.C., before its
Broadway premier in late March.
There is nothing but glitter and
roses for Lilli Palmer. The future
success of the play is assured by
her virtuoso performance. She
handles her time on stage with
grace and the play flows at her
pace. It is incredibly trying on an
actress to have the only spoken
part in a play and she is noble and
well suited for her "solo" performance.

MON:
TUES:

9 PM-12 PM Large Draft Beer—25*
9:30 PM-11:30 PM.—Bottle of Bud or
Miller 75'
WED: 8 PM—12 PM-AII (Regular) Gin/Vodka
Drinks 65°
THURS: 9 PM-12 PM Large Draft Beers 25c
FRI:
11:30 PM—12:30 AM —Two for one—
Any Drink
SAT:
9:30 PM-12:30 AM—Kamakazee or Snake
Bite $1.00.
SUN:
10 PM-12 Midnight—ALL Drinks reduced

-LUNCHES SERVED DAILYThree Happy Hours Mon.-Fri.:
9:00 AM • 11:00 AM
4:30 PM - 5:30 PM
7:30 PM - 8:30 PM
PLAY ASTEROIDS, INVADERS, PINBALL & POOL

Dining room with Juke Box
Present this coupon with F.U. I.D.

for FREE Large Draft
(One per customer—Valid until Feb. 19th)
Stop in and meet Al, Mike, Marty '81, Dino '81 & Rocky '81

Another of Lennon's exceptionally well-performed cuts Is
called "Watching the Wheels."
The message this song conveys is
directed toward those people who
were critical.of Lennon's "househusband" role. "People say I'm
crazy doing what I'm doing/Well
they give me all kinds of warnings
to save me from ruin." The superiority of the instruments and
vocals in this song ring out
against the conventions of society.
In conclusion, I'd like to urge
you to buy this album for the right
reasons. I ask you not to join the
crowds of people who are treating
it as a "souvenir collector's item"
just because of the tragic circumstances. Invest your money
because the album is enjoyable to
listen to, easily appreciated and
even if Lennon was still alive, it
would be worth as much musically.

Dating Game
continued from page 6
to The Grotto for dinner. Bachelorettes two and three did not prove
to be graceful losers and made
their exit by storming off the
stage. Unfortunately, their antics
were not amusing and provided a
distraction from the winning couple.
The final game consisted of
bachelors Mike Bentivegna, junior,
Mike Haviland, junior, and Jerry
Sargent, junior. Senior Lucia
Papile had the task of choosing
from these bachelors. One question that she asked involved audience participation. Each bachelor had to remove his shirt and flex
his pectorals. Lucia based her
decision on the audience reaction,
including members of "Lu's Fan
Club" seated in the front row.
After much shouting and yelling,
she finally chose Mike Bentivegna
to accompany her for dinner at
Dogwoods.
All the contestants will receive
tickets to the punk rock Oakroom
featuring the group "Blotto"
February 7th.
The entire show was very well
organized and everyone there
seemed to enjoy watching contestants squirm under the pressure of answering questions like
"If I was a deer and you were a
doe, how would you make my
antlers grow?" or "Describe
Vaseline." Unfortunately, some
people in the audience became
overly enthusiastic and found it
necessary to yell disparaging
remarks to some of the contestants.
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Cross Section

This Week's Question: What do you
do to fight the cold Fairfield winters?

Brian Gallagher '81—Burn wood.

Tom McEnlee '81—Bill Clutter and
Andy Mercovich.

D'Arcy Clark '81—Go to Southbend, Indiana.

Bill Clutter'81—Take a bus to the
Budweiser Brewery in Newark.

Peter Allen (owner
Naut)—Heh, heh, heh.

of
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Rick Angelo
something hot.

'82—Get

into

Cindy Imbro '83—I'm too cold to
think!

Clare Hannaway '83—Movies in
Mia's room.

Senior Week
Accommodations Available
All parents of seniors should
have received a letter informing
them that Campion Hall will be
available to secure rooms May 23
for the Senior Week Parents
Dance. They will be assigned on a
first come, first served basis with
a $13 charge for double occupancy and $7.50 for single occupancy.
Reservation forms were included
in the letter to be returned to
Housing Director Phyllis Fitz-

patrtck.

COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS
A MARTIN RANSOHOFF PRODUCTION
A RALPH BAKSHI FILM
"AMERICAN POP"
Written by RONNI KERN Executive Producer RICHARD ST. JOHNS
"R RESTRICTED SE
£7J£r!!^!£ra=H Produced by MARTIN RANSOHOFF &. RALPH BAKSHI Directed by RALPH BAKSHI HHl rxxBYsrcnibT gLS
'NSELtC'EDTHfATMS

Opening at Selected Theatres Near You*

rfctaBW*
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English Majors: "To Be or Not To Be"
by Sue Roughley
Each Spring semester three
distinct classes of seniors seem
to blossom forth: those throngs of
confident applicants seen strolling on campus dressed in the
same conservative three piece
grey suit with matching attache,
those indifferent seniors who
recline on a beach reef guzzling
six-packs under a hot afternoon
sun, and the perspiring English
majors who kneel on the same
stretch of beach reef frantically
praying for just one interview and
a chance to wear their newly purchased three piece suit.
I am of the third class—a student whose major seems to generate the same discriminatory
response accorded the Irish im' migrants ... YOU NEED NOT APP-

LY. I must admit that this fact of
employment did not suddenly
reveal itself to me during an intense moment in Modern Religious Experiences I and II. I'd
been forewarned by a pretzel vendor on the corner of 76th and 4th, a
Bridgeport cab driver and an
eighty-six-year-old Avon lady,
themselves former English majors, that the only avenues open to
me would be inner-city education
or unemployment. At the time I
dismissed-them as bitter graduates of a mail order college.
After all, there must be jobs out
there for qualified graduates of a
prestigious Jesuit University.
Four years and twelve English
courses later, I'm suffering from
recurring nightmares of teaching a
course in dangling modifiers to a

Introducing:

Letters to Sogi

by Mirror Staff Writer
Beginning next week in the Feb. 12 issue we will be featuring
"Dear Mayfair Fielding." Anyone who wishes may send in a letter
dealing with academic, social, or personal quandries or
predicaments to Sogi at The Mirror, through the campus mail. Hurry
and get your letters to him today!

Ann Depp Travel
"Where Are You Going?"
48 Reef Road • Fairfield

SINGLES SPECIAL: $429.00*

My knowledge of cooking is
minimal
My first lesson was baking
blueberry muffins. To get myself
oriented in the kitchen I treated
myself to a book entitled How to
Keep Your Housemates Healthy
and Happy, and received absolutely free an apron labeled the Happy
Homemaker. While (earning my
first lesson, I stumbled across a
second. Beating a mix for 567
strokes is a tiring and lonely
ordeal. At the eighth stroke I took
a rest and lugged in the T.V. for
company. It was then that I was introduced to Joyce, Beth, and Linda. Every morning at 12:00 I can
listen to the "actual intimate conversations of three metropolitan
women
as
they
try
to
touch ... The Lives We Live." I
was simply so enthralled by
Linda's recipe for cauliflower and
liver pate, and Beth's revealing
discussion of how pre-menstrual

tension interferes with her aerobic
dancing lessons that I felt I just
had to invite over the neighborhood girls for similar conversation
and fresh muffins—until I realized
I didn't know any neighborhod
"girls." My Westport neighbors
are all exclusive members of Jack
LaLane's Retirement Village and
besides I was having trouble getting the muffins out of the pans.
Feeling a little lonely, a little
blue, I scoured the burnt muffin
pans and whistled "Tea for One."
My blue mood was soon additionally colored by doubts. "Is this
domestic development program
really necessary?" I thought. Are
the stories about unemployable
English majors true or are they

Friday Departures
3 Meals a Day

Transfers from Airport in Cancun to Hotel
Beach - Pool - Activities

Dormitory Style Rooms (one for men, one for women)
Must be 35 or Under
Roundtrip Jet Airfare
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL TODAY:
*plus $24.00 taxes
$ 5 00 Mexican departure tax

PS T-22
SEMI-AUTOMATIC
DIRECT DRIVE
TURNTABLE

Punk Pervades
by Mirror Staff Blotto
From the moment of their introduction you will know what
you're in for: Broadway and
Bowtie Blotto on guitars, Sergeant
Blotto on percussion, Cheese
Blotto on bass, Lee Harvey Blotto
on keyboards. The name of the
band—need you ask?
Blotto, the sensational northeast rage, will star an Oakroom bill
this Saturday night. This Albanybased sextet with two independent EPs found themselves the
darlings of WNEW-FM this past
summer and have been playing to
packed area clubs since the fall.
Blotto is a humorous, semitheatrical aggregation which used
to be known as the Star Spangled
Washboard band. Their current

by Karen Takach
We constantly see press
coverage of basketball, baseball,
football, hockey, rugby, and even
intramurals. But the real unsung
athletes of this university are the
people who play pool, pinball, and
electronic games. These athletes
seem to be the most dedicated of
them all. Frequently, they go to
the gameroom after lunch and dinner, between classes, or even skipping classes, in order to try to
become an expert or "pro."
And do not think that these
athletes that you see in the
gameroom just go there to "play
around" or "waste time." On,the
contrary! This is a serious

business. Most people specialize
in either pool, or pinball, or electronics, although there are some
crossovers. The most serious
subgroups of these play pool on
always the same table, or always
compete on the same pinball or
electronic game, in a futile attempt to "beat the machine." But
satisfaction comes from always
beating your friends at pool, getting high score and free games on
the pinball machines, and getting
your initials on the electronic
games.
And what an atmosphere! The
room is seductively smoke-filled
and piled high with jackets and
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NAUTILUS CAFE

Feautures:
□
□
□
□
□
D

High performance direct drive design
Straight tonearm for low mass, low resonance
Brushless-slotless (BSD motor for uniform torque
Magnedisc servo control for accurate speed monitoring
Sony (SBMC) base resists acoustic feedback
Variable pitch with illuminated strobe, viscous-damped cueing,
front mounted controls, tonearm safety clutch.
□ 2 YEARS WARRANTY-PARTS & LABOR

Reg. $150

Sale

$133

precipitated
by predatory
business majors frightened by a
little competition? As I scraped
the baking mix off the ceiling I
decided to put my domestic
development on simmer and let
my major speak for itself. Fifty
years from now I might be driving
around selling pretzels door-todoor, but at least tomorrow I won't
have to listen to Joyce, Beth and
Linda discuss the finer points of
furniture polish while I learn
lesson #3: how to grease a muffin
pan. I threw in the apron and sent
the three piece suit to the
cleaners. Then I drove to the
beach, staked out my claim on the
reef and relaxed in the hot afternoon sun.

hits include "I Want to be a
Lifeguard" (performed with towels
and sunglasses), "I Love You
Calvin Klein," and "Good Bye, Mr.
Bond." They also play some
straight-forward rock and roll that
is a few shades above most new
groups with major record labels.
Warming up the evening will be
Fairfield's resounding rock and
rollers, The Rift. This notorious
quartet is reknown for its expansive repertoire and rockability.
They feature Denny Rift on guitar
and vocals, Kevin Rift on bass,
Bachman Rift on guitar and Byro
Rift on drums.
The evenings dress is punk and
admission is a mere $2. All those
not in attendance will be safetypinned at the cheek.

The Gameroom Bug

—CANCUN, MEXICO—
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group of progressive chimpanzees
and eating in dreary Salvation Army canteens for the educated but
poverty-stricken. Since I couldn't
sleep at night, I spent my time
planning for a brighter future. Starting all over again as an accounting major seemed promising but
unreasonable. I decided to
develop a latent talent which
might be marketable. After much
soul searching I discovered I had
none. So I chose to improve my
rudimentary skills in the kitchen in
the event a teaching position in
Home Economics appeared in the
classifieds.

(Less

Cartridge)
(February only)

FEBRUARY BONUS

Presents:

VODKA WEEK
ALL VODKA DRINKS
75«

with Fairfield U. ID only

STEREO CARTRIDGE $2.50
With purchase of the Sony PS T-22 turntable at sale
price. Choice of ADC, Shure, or Audio Techica cartridges regularly discounted to $19.95.

2120 Post Road
Fairfield, Conn. 06430
(203) 255-1156

Mon., Feb. 9th-Thurs., Feb. 12th
942 P.M.
1144 Reef Road,
FAIRFIELD
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books. The noises become like
music to your ears; the laser fire,
ringing bells, the Harlem Globetrotters theme song, balls smacking into each other, sounds of
aliens being blown up or
disintegrated, and cries of "Do
you have any quarters?"
All this is truly fun and addicting. I must admit that I am one of
those people that have caught the
gameroom bug. I can't help it—I'm
hooked! I know my fellow comrades-in-arms because I see them
every day, at their machines or
their tables. After much thought I
felt that there was a need to salute
these people, who spend many
more quarters in the gameroom
than on laundry each week, and
whose athletic skills have gone
unnoticed. We really do appreciate you, and you supply jobs
for a few more Fairfield students,
who are needed to dispense
quarters and pool sticks. So keep
on playing!

BARBER SERVILLE
1426 POST ROAD

259-3893

Amity

GMATl
LSAT
MCAT
REVIEW PROGRAMS

Call for Amity's free brochure
on the exam of interest to
you:

800-243-4767

INCT.. 1800-922 -4635
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Classified
THE MIRROR WILL ACCEPT PREPAID MAIL-IN
OR WALK-IN CLASSIFIEDS ONLY. IF YOU
WISH TO PLACE YOUR AD IN THE COUNSELING CENTER FILE AS WELL AS IN THE MIRROR FOR A *3 FEE, PLEASE CONTACT THE
COUNSELING CENTER OR CALL THE MIRROR
AT 255-5411, EXT. 2533.
NIGHT AUDITOR—2 shifts a week
11-7 a.m. References required.
Card 288.
MESSENGER—own trans. Hrs.
fix. Driving to Hartford or New Britain. Card 287.
MARKETING or Bus.Adm.Major—Distributor has 2 part time
and 2 full time positions. Hrs. fix.
Commission basis. Card 286.
PARKING
LOT
Attendant—weekends
at
local
restaurant. Card. 285.
TYPIST —Own trans. Typing
envelopes. Evening hours after 5
p.m. $4/hr. Card 284.
SALES—Marketing distributor of
food supplements and health care
products needs students with
drive to work from own home at
own schedule. Commiss. based
on sales. 12-15 hrs./wk. Card 283.
COMPANION—for 12 yr. old girl.
Westport, 3-6 days/wk. Fix. Must
have own trans. Card 282.
LIFEGUARD—Jewish Community
center. M-Th, 9-2:30 part or all. Fri.
6:30 a.m.-9 a.m. $12 that day. Card

281,
HOUSEWORK—and watch child
2Vz days/wk. Westport. Card 280.
LITE OFFICE and House
work—for woman who runs
business from home. 4 afts./wk.
Fix. 3-6 p.m. fix. Car required. Card

state lie. K-4, little high school.
Card 265.
ASSISTANCE in re-writing Owners
Manual w/knowledge of electromech. & heating combustion. Hrs!
fix. Card 264.

CLASSIFIED
AD RATES

Right to Life
Marches in D.C.

for 15 words
or less
$%

each additional
10 words.

Card 260.
TITLE SEARCHING—No exp.
nee, hrs. fix. Card 259.
HOUSECLEANING—Hrs. fix., do
kitchen and bathroom. Southport.
Card 258.
*

DELIVERY PERSON —to take
books from local library to branch.
Car.a must. 1 hr. daily, min. wage.
Card 263.

CHILDCARE & babysitting-31/2 &
11 yrs. old. Lt. housekeeping. Mon,
Tues, Wed. Own trans. 12 Noon-6
or 7 p.m. $3/hr.

MAG
dent
Bpt.,
Sat.
plus
Card

WAITRESSES NEEDED Tues. &
Fri. nites, Wed. and Thurs, days.
Hrs. fix. Oriental restaurant,
Wstpt. Card 254.

DISTRIBUTOR—needs stuto service existing accts. in
Nwlk., and Stam. 4 days/mo.
O.K. Car required. $40/day
extras, name your own hrs.
262.

SALES POSITION—commission
job. Supply training & leads.
Energy conservation products.
Card 261.
i
SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR—3-8
p.m., or Night Owl, 11 p.m.-8 a.m.

HOUSECLEANING —1 day/wk.
Hrs. fix. Adult home, trans, needed. $4/hr.
SECURITY GUARD—12 midnite-8
a.m. 2 nites/wk. + wkend. $3.50/hr.
Bpt. Card 252.
.

by Ann Carty
Members of Concern for Life
journeyed to Washington, D.C, for
the eighth annual Right to Life
March. The March, held on January 22, began at noon with a brief
rally behind the White House and
concluded with the March to the
Capitol.
Prominent speakers before the
March included Senator Jesse
Helms and-Representative Robert
K. Dornan, co-sponsors of the proposed Paramount Human Life
Amendment, and Secretary of
Health and Human Services Richard S. Schweiker. Upon arrival at
the Capitol, marchers were free to
visit their legislators. Notables
visited by Fairfield students were
Senator Chris Dodd and Representative Bill Cotter of Connecticut,
and Senators Bill Bradley and Harrison Williams of New Jersey.
The Paramount Human Life
Amendment, endorsed by the National Right to Life Committee
states that: "The paramount right

to life is vested in each human being from the moment of fertilization without regard to age, health,
or condition of dependency." This
amendment would guarantee the
sanctity of human life, without
mentioning the term abortion.
The club leaders look forward to
next year's rally, one which they
hope will produce a larger turnout
of students from the university.
Concern for Life is planning to
host several guest speakers this
semester at which all students are
welcome.
Correction
In last week's article concerning
the students who were selected to
the 1981 listing of "Who's Who in
College and University Students,"
we regrettably omitted one person. Congratulations are in order
for Kelly Gaffney of 530 Morse
Avenue, Bartlett, Illinois, who was
also selected to the honor. Gaffney is currently a senior at Fairfield.

LILY TOMLIN IN ANaERC COMEDY
(GIVE OR TAKE AN INCH)

27a
CHILDCARE—p/t for resp. and enthusiastic person for children
ages 3 & 5. M,T,Th afts. 2:30-6:00.
Occasionally later. Must have car.
Card 277.
PHYS.ED.TEACHER-From
12-1:30. Card 276.
HOUSEWORK—One day/wk. Car
can be provided. $3.50/hr. Card
275.
BASS GUITARIST needed for
Loyola Chapel Folk group. Contact Diana for details (after 9 p.m.).
259-1871.
,_
WANTED—Substitute Teachers
Elementary and Secondary Salary
Range $30 to $34 per day. Seniors
or College Graduates. Call or write
Personnel Office, Board of Education, 45 Lyon Terrace, Bridgeport
06604. Telephone 576-7878 or
576-7318. An Equal Opportunity
M/F Employer.
SELL subscription and adv. space,
help w/distrib. Hrs. fix. New
Haven. Card 274
PHONE CONTACT with established
clients & poss. new clients. Intro,
products by phone. Must be enthus. and communicative. Card
273.
SCHOOL CAR DRIVERS for 7:00-9
a.m. and 2:00-4 p.m. shifts. $4/hr.
Easton. Card 273-A.
TELEPHONE SALES-9-2 p.m. MonSat., 5-9 p.m. Eves. Card 272.
TYPING AND CLERICAL WORKinsurance office. Hrs. fix.,
x
$3.50/hr. Card 271-A.
ART STUDENT to do Calligraphy
and address up to 500 envelopes.
ASAP. $150. Card 271.
HOUSECLEANING—once every 2
wks. No Sats. $3.50/hr. Will provide trans. Hrs. fix. Card 269.
SERVICE DISPATCHER— Dispatch
by radio to service men giving instruct. Oil co. Thurs. eve 5-10 p.m.,
Fri. eve. 5-9 p.m., Sat. morn. 7-6
a.m. Card 268.
SALES PERSONNEL—Hrs. Fix.,
$3.50-$4/hr. Bpf. Card 267.
VOCAL TEACHER—prefer female,
new wave rock n'roll vocals. Hrs.
fix. Card 266.
SPEECH CLINICIAN—Masters required. Person eligible for Conn.

WOMAN
ULY TOMLIN • CHARLES GRODIN • NED BEATTY A LIJA Production
"THE INCREDIBLE SHRINKING WOMAN"
Written by JANE WAGNER • Music by SUZANNE ClANI Produced by HANK MOONJEAN
Executive Producer JANE WAGNER • Directed by JOEL SCHUMACHER^ A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
PG PARENTAL SUIBAKCfSUBKSTJO
Read the JOVE Book • Copyright © (980 by Universal Ctty Studios, Inc. ~sowtttTtnutwr
NOT ae«urr««j£«» CHUM**

NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

